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the launcher settings screen is mostly about making sure third-party apps installed to proton 7 "stay". there's an option to remove ppas and some
other things, but for the most part you just want to check to make sure you're not removing something you don't want. and double-check with a

good search for your game(s) of choice in the proton games list. i ran the gta 5, cd-keys.com game id via google on the search and it worked fine to
install the software. we may have not known about the launcher compatibility, but some quick searching of that did the trick. once the games were
installed, it hit another snag. the game won't go to the launcher. instead it's hanging waiting on activation. i've included a shot of the launcher as

well as a shot of the error in the lower-right corner of the launcher. the message is fairly clear on this, and is quite similar to what i experienced with
new shannmue . i've seen the post about the double cash and gold bars here as well, including a few other people who managed to get the double

content for the game. i'll have to see if i can see if it's a function of the success rate being adjusted. after a bit of looking around, it seems that
there are two ways to get double cash and gold bars. the first and most straightforward is the canadian $500,000 and 10 gold bars for gta online.
the second being redeeming cdkeys.com's game content code for gta online for $10,000 in cash and 100 gold bars in red dead online. with the

release of proton 7, however, it looks like the red dead redemption 2 content is less than ideal if you're expecting that, but will offer $5,000 and 25
gold bars.
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instead of waiting around to
really get into the gta v

experience, i'm playing my old
game of red dead redemption 2.
even without the double wheel,
it's easy to see why the game's
ending leaves so many people

dissatisfied. the western setting
is nice, the food and clothing are

great, and the missions
themselves are quite fun. as for

the story, it's good. this was
written and directed by none

other than francis ford coppola.
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i'm liking this new one. i've
mentioned it before, but now it's
time to be specific. gta online is
now offering a way to participate
in motorcycle stunts as long as

you have the rockstar editor
installed. there are options to
ride a bike and your chosen
super bike, ride it to points

across los santos as your super
bike travels, and then perform
your latest and greatest stunt.
there is a new command to exit
a stunt after you finish, as well
as a new way to do just that in
any vehicle you're riding. xbox
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360 log in to xbox.com search
for xbox games selection. select
redeem a code select this code

enter the 25-character code
thats displayed on the order

page of cdkeys.com, then follow
the prompts. note if you cant

locate store, scroll down to add
more on the home screen and
select the store tile. (you may

need to select see all
suggestions.) then select add to
home. activate with playstation
playstation 4 log into your psn

account. click on the playstation
store icon. from the menu on the
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left, select redeem code. enter
your unique code thats

displayed on the order page of
cdkeys.com and follow the

prompts to activate. 5ec8ef588b
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